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A method to determine the state of a single quantized cavity mode is proposed. By adiabatic passage,
the quantum state of the field is transferred completely onto an internal Zeeman submanifold of an atom.
Utilizing a method of Newton and Young [Ann. Phys. 49, 393 (1968)], we can determine this angular
momentum state uniquely, by a finite number of magnetic dipole measurements with Stern-Gerlach
analyzers. An example illustrates the influence of dissipation. [S0031-9007(96)01266-5]
PACS numbers: 42.50. – p, 42.50.Vk

The state of a quantum mechanical system is completely
specified by its density operator r̂. It is a fundamental
as well as an important practical question of quantum
mechanics to devise measurement schemes which allow
a complete determination of r̂. By a sequence of repeated
measurements on an ensemble of identically prepared
systems the state has to be characterized operationally. In
quantum optics this topic of complete state determination
has recently received considerable attention in the context
of characterizing nonclassical states of the radiation field,
and states of atomic and molecular motion [1–10].
In a seminal paper, Vogel and Risken [1] have pointed
out that the state of a single mode of the radiation
field (equivalent to a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator) can be found by tomographic techniques and corresponding experiments have been performed by Raymer
and co-workers [2]. The central idea of quantum state
tomography is based on a reconstruction of the density matrix r̂ from measured quadrature probabilities
px sud  sx, ujr̂jx, ud. Here jx, ud is a rotated eigenstate
of the quadrature operator xu , i.e., jx, ud  Rsudy jxl 
y
e iua a jxl with a and ay lowering and raising operators of the oscillator. Alternative schemes have been
discussed in the literature under the name of state endoscopy [6] or by introducing discrete Wigner functions
[7]. Very recently, ideas were developed for a state determination of ions moving in harmonic trapping potentials [5,10].
In the present paper we discuss a new scheme to
measure the density matrix of the radiation field of a
single quantized cavity mode by a magnetic tomography.
It is based on combining ideas we have developed in
the context of quantum state engineering of arbitrary
Fock-state superpositions in a cavity by adiabatic passage
[11], with a tomography of atomic angular momentum
states by Stern-Gerlach measurements originally proposed
in [12].
It is well known that the adiabatic change of a Hamiltonian interaction transforms initial energy eigenstates into
eigenstates of the final Hamilton operator [13]. This
method to map quantum states is applied in various contexts of molecular and atomic physics [11,14,15]. It is also

FIG. 1. Evolution of a degenerate two level atom (angular
momentum: Jg ! Je  Jg 2 1) coupled to a quantized s0 polarized cavity mode. First, it passes through the profile a
classical beam (s1 ) and then, with a delay, through the cavity.
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the key mechanism for transferring the state of a quantized
cavity mode onto the internal state manifold of an atom.
According to Fig. 1, an atom passes adiabatically
[11,15] through the spatial profile of a classical s1 polarized laser beam [Rabi-frequency: Vstd] and, with a
spatiotemporal displacement t . 0, through the profile
of a quantized, p-polarized cavity mode [atom-cavity
coupling: gst 2 td]. We assume that the electronic
structure of the atoms corresponds to an optical Jg !
Je  Jg 2 1 dipole transition.
The coupled atom-cavity system evolves according to
the time-dependent Hamiltonian
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Hstdyh̄  vc acy ac 1 veg

Je
X

jJe , me lA kJe , me jA

me 2Je
y

2 iVstd seivL t A1 2 A1 e2ivL t d
y

1 igst 2 td sa A0 2

As 

(1)

The state space spanned by this Hamiltonian has the remarkable feature that
L it can be decomposed into invariant
subspaces H  `n22Jg H n . Because of angular momentum conservation, it is only possible to couple angular momentum states to a finite number of photon states
by means of a unitary evolution [Eq. (1)],
H n  hjmg j # Jg , 0 # n  n 1 Jg 1 mg k
jJg , mg lA ≠ jnlC , jJe , mg lA ≠ jn 2 1lC j .
One element of the subspace H n is of particular interest,
i.e., a linear combination involving only ground states
[14,16]
JX
g 21
mg 2Jg

amn g jJg , mg lA ≠ jn 1 Jg 1 mg lC . (2)

n , i.e.,
By an appropriate choice of coefficients am
g
1,Jg ,Je

C0,mg ,mg
gst 2 td q

n 1 Jg 1 mg 1,Jg ,Je
, (3)
n
amg std
Vstd
C1,mg 21,mg

amn g 21 std

this normalized state (aJng 21  N ) becomes also an
eigenvector of the Hamilton operator in the interaction
representation [derived from Eq. (1)] and has a zero
eigenvalue. According to the adiabatic theorem [13], this
eigenvector approaches a stationary eigenstate of the corresponding Schrödinger equation, if the time-dependent
change of the Hamilton operator during the total interaction time T is much less
p than the characteristic transition
frequencies (Vmax T, Nmax gmax T ¿ 1). Furthermore,
if the delay and shape of the pulse sequences are chosen
such that
2`√t

0√

gst 2 tdyVstd

t!1`

! `,

(4)

then this is a mapping process that only permutes states
n
up to a sign change sn  signfa2J
s1`dg,
g 2n
2`√t

jJg , Jg 2 1lA ≠ jn 1 2Jg 2 1lC √
jf0n stdl

jJg , Jg 2 1lA kJg , Jg 2 1jA ≠ r̂ sCd √
r̂ sACd std

r̂ sACd std

t!1`

! r̂ sAd ≠ j0lC k0jC , (5)

with
r̂ sCd 

0
X

sCd
rn,m
jn 1 2Jg 2 1lC

n,m2s2Jg 21d

3 km 1 2Jg 2 1jC ,

and

1,Jg ,Je

jJg , mg lA kJe , me jA Cs,mg ,me .

jmg j#Jg ,jme j#Je

jf0n l 

state and a field state containing less than 2Jg photons
will be mapped to a product of atomic ground state
superpositions and the cavity vacuum
2`√t

y
A0 ad ,

where ac and vc are the annihilation operator and
oscillation frequency of the cavity mode, respectively.
In terms of atomic basis states and Clebsch-Gordan
1,Jg ,Je
coefficients Cs,mg ,me , the atomic deexcitation operators
A0 , A61 are defined by
X
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jf0n stdl ,

t!1`

! sn jJg , 2Jg 2 nlA ≠ j0lC .

In other words, a coupled atom-cavity density operator
r̂ sACd that can be factorized initially into a pure atomic

r̂ sAd 

0
X

sCd
sn sm rn,m
j2Jg 2 nlA

n,m2s2Jg 21d

3 k2Jg 2 mjA .

With reverse adiabatic passage, an internal atomic state is
prepared uniquely by reading out the cavity state.
The complete characterization of such an angular momentum state by a number of magnetic dipole measurements was described in Ref. [12]. It is required to detect
a set of physical observables that are proportional to
hjmj # J, jsj # 2J kP̂m su, ws dj .
Here P̂m su, ws d represents the projector onto a rotated
state jJ, m, Rsu, ws de$ z l  D sJd sRd jJ, m, e$ z l, s enumerates an arbitrary set of 4J 1 1 azimuthal angles ws , and
u is a constant inclination. This method can be implemented, for example, by the unitary evolution of an angular momentum state in a homogeneous magnetic field
$
$ ws d oriented differently, each time
Bsu,
ws d  jBj nsu,
the measurement is performed, and by using a conventional Stern-Gerlach analyzer as shown in Fig. 2.
From the J-dimensional representation of the rotation
group D sJd sRd or the Wigner matrices d sJd sud [17], one
finds
J
X
sJd
jJ, m, Rsu, wdez l 
e2inw dnm
sud jJ, n, ez l . (6)
n2J

Hence, the occupation probabilities are given by
J
X
sJd
sJd
pm su, ws d 
e2isn2ldws dnm
suddlm sud rln .

(7)

n,l2J

This linear equation relates density matrix elements
fs2J 1 1d s2J 1 1d real numbersg to measured probabilities that are positive numbers. By determining
s2J 1 1d s4J 1 1d different probabilities, this seemingly overdetermined set of linear equations has a
unique solution that is positive definite. For jlj # J,
0 # w # J 2 l, one finds
J
2J
X
X
s21dl2m
JJj
JJj
Xsudwm .
rl,l1w 
Cm,2m,0 Cl1w,2l,w sjd
dw,0 sud
m2J j0
(8)
In case of an equally spaced array of azimuthal angles
ws , i.e., 2p , ws  ss2py4J 1 1d , p, jsj # 2J, the
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For simplicity, it is assumed that the cavity and the external laser have a common frequency vc  vL and are
detuned from the atomic resonance by D  veg 2 vL .
The resulting atomic density operator can be determined
either by solving the master equation [Eq. (10)] or, alternatively, by averaging over a number of simulated quantum trajectories [18].
In Fig. 3, the results of the mapping and reconstruction
process are shown for an initially pure cavity state
1
jcst0 dlC  p sj4lC 1 j7lC d ,
2

(12)

FIG. 2. Setup of a Stern-Gerlach experiment with an addi$
$ wd intional homogeneous magnetic field Bsu,
wd  jBj nsu,
$ wd.
ducing spin precession around the axis nsu,

quantity Xsud is the discrete Fourier transform of the
measured probability tableau
2J
X
1
eiwws pm su, ws d .
(9)
Xsudwm 
4J 1 1 s22J
In contrast to systems with continuous degrees of freedom, the reconstruction algorithm of Eq. (8) is faithful if
sJd
inclination angles u are avoided where dw,0 sud vanishes
(i.e., the zeros of an associated Legendre polynomial).
Most detrimental to this state tomography is the loss of
cavity photons during the adiabatic interaction. In contrast, spontaneous atomic decay is of minor importance as
the adiabatic eigenstate is formed by a ground state superposition. To examine the influence of dissipation, we
have coupled the atom-cavity system to an environment
[11] and obtained the following master equation for the
density operator r̂:
X
i
d
y
As rAys
r  2 fHeff r 2 rHeff g 1 G
dt
h̄
s0,61
1 k ac racy ,
(10)
where G and k denote the spontaneous decay rate and the
inverse cavity lifetime, respectively.
In the interaction picture representation [derived from
Eq. (1)], the effective, nonhermitian Hamiltonian, introduced above,
is given
√
! by
Je
X
G
k y
jJe , me l kJe , me j 2 i
Heff  D 2 i
a ac
2 me 2Je
2 c
y

y

2 iVstd sA1 2 A1 d 1 igst 2 td sacy A0 2 A0 ac d .
(11)
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FIG. 3. (a) Real part of the initial cavity density matrix rn,n
vs photon number n, n; (b) atomic ground state occupation
probabilities pm su, ws d vs magnetic quantum number m and
azimuthal phase index s of an atom that moved adiabatically
sAd
through the cavity; (c) atomic density matrix rm,m vs magnetic
quantum number m, m, inverted tomographically from the data
represented in (b) (see text for parameters).
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The real part of the initial cavity density matrix, i.e.,
r sCd st0 d  jcst0 dlC kcst0 djC vs photon number n, n is
shown in Fig. 3(a). In order to map this cavity state
onto a Zeeman submanifold, we assumed a sufficiently
large degeneracy (Jg  4 ! Je  3). Both fields are
tuned to the atomic resonance D  0. All frequencies
are scaled to the spontaneous decay rate of the atomic
excited state G, as the peak Rabi frequency Vmax 
50 G and the maximal cavity coupling constant gmax 
30 G. The time-dependent Gaussian turn-on (beam) profiles were of identical shape FWHM  1 fG 21 g and
had a relative delay of t  0.65 fG 21 g. To complete
the adiabatic passage, a total interaction interval st0 
21.07 fG 21 g, tend  1.72 fG 21 gd was chosen. The cavity decay rate was set to k  0.01 G which implies a
decay probability of PC  kkNl stend 2 t0 d ø 0.15 (for
contemporary cavity QED experiments in the optical or
microwave regime see Ref. [19]).
From the final density matrix, the atomic ground state
occupation probability [Eq. (7)] was evaluated with ws 
ss2py4J√ 1 1d, jsj
! # *2J, and √
!É
p
p
sAd
rsim stend d
pm
, ws  J, m, n
, ws
3
3
É
√
!+
p
3 J, m, n
, ws .
3
The result is depicted in Fig. 3(b).
Subsequently, we applied the tomographic inversAd
sion [defined in Eq. (8)] to these data to obtain rm,m ,
[Fig. 3(c)]. Direct comparison with the simulated density
sAd
matrix rsim stend d shows that the inversion procedure
induces no error. The additional features that appear in
the mapped quantum state are of physical origin. The
sAd
population r4,4 is solely due to the spontaneous emission
of a s2 photon, as this state is otherwise not coupled
to the dynamics at all. On the other hand, the satellite
peaks that appear in the vicinity of the original coherent
superposition state are caused by the decay of the cavity
state during the adiabatic mapping process. However, the
resemblance with the original cavity state is striking.
In summary, we have studied a method to map the
state of a single quantized cavity mode adiabatically onto
a finite dimensional degenerate Zeeman submanifold of
an atom that passes through the resonator. Subsequently,
we characterize this state by a number of repeated SternGerlach measurements on identically prepared atoms as
outlined in Ref. [12]. By a full quantum mechanical
calculation, including spontaneous emission and cavity
decay, we have shown that this method yields a faithful
image of the original, a priori unknown cavity state. This
method is not limited to the measurement of pure states
but may be applied also in case of statistical mixtures.
We would like to thank U. Leonhardt for stimulating
discussions. R. W. acknowledges financial support from
the Austrian FFW, Grant No. S6507-PHY.
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